On the Kodaira dimension of the moduli space of hyperelliptic curves
  with marked points by Schwarz, Irene
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ON THE KODAIRA DIMENSION OF THE MODULI SPACE OF
HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES WITH MARKED POINTS
IRENE SCHWARZ
Abstract. It is known that the moduli space Hg,n of genus g stable hyperelliptic curves
with n marked points is uniruled for n 6 4g + 5. In this paper we consider the comple-
mentary case and show that Hg,n has non-negative Kodaira dimension for n = 4g + 6
and is of general type for n > 4g + 7. Important parts of our proof are the calculation
of the canonical divisor and establishing that the singularities of Hg,n do not impose
adjunction conditions.
1. Introduction
The birational geometry of the moduli spaces Mg and Mg,n of genus g curves and of
genus g curves with n marked points has been studied for a long time, together with
their Deligne-Mumford compactifications Mg and Mg,n. A prominent question is when
these spaces are unirational, i.e. explicitly describable (at least generically) by finitely
many complex parameters, or on the contrary of general type, i.e. of maximal Kodaira
dimension. Such investigations go back at least to the fundamental papers [HM] (forMg)
and [L] (for Mg,n), establishing that these spaces are of general type if g is sufficiently
large or n is sufficiently large, depending on g. Subsequently, the results of these papers
have been refined by various authors, see e.g.[F1, F2, FV].
On the other side, [B] contains a recent summary of results (including the improvements
made in that paper) for wich values of g, n the moduli space Mg,n is uniruled or even
unirational.
It is of great geometric interest to understand in a similar way the birational geometry
of subvarieties of Mg and Mg,n. Here the known results are much less complete. We
recall, however, our own result in [Sch] on the moduli space Ng,n of n-nodal curves of
geometric genus g (which might be considered either as a subvariety of Mg+n or as a
quotient of Mg,2n by a subgroup of the symmetric group S2n acting on the 2n marked
points). Probably the most classical space in this direction, however, is the locus Hg (and
Hg,n) in Mg (or Mg,n) of hyperelliptic genus g curves (with n marked points). We refer
to [ACGH, ACG] for background on hyperelliptic curves and their moduli space Hg (as
well as the associated moduli stack).
Clearly, Hg always is unirational, being explicitly parametrized by equations y
2 = f(x),
where f is a polynomial of degree 2g + 1 or 2g + 2 with simple zeroes. Adding marked
points, this becomes less explicit. We recall, however, that it is proved in [B] that Hg,n is
uniruled for all n 6 4g+4, by applying the methods of that paper also to the subvarieties
Hg,n of Mg,n. Furthermore, we have been informed by D. Agostini and I. Barros that
using additional arguments this result can actually be extended to the case 4g + 5, [AB].
In the present paper we shall study the complementary case. Our main result is
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Theorem 1.1. The moduli space Hg,n is of general type for n > 4g + 7. For n = 4g + 6
the Kodaira dimension of Hg,n is non-negative.
This gives a sharp transition zone for passing from uniruled to general type by increasing
the number of marked points for precisely the value 4g + 6.
A main step in our proof is the computation of the canonical divisor of Hg,n. In Section
3 we shall prove
Theorem 1.2. The canonical class of the stack H
st
g,n is
K
H
st
g,n
=
n∑
i=1
ψi − (
1
2
+
1
2g + 1
)η0 +
∑
S
⌊ g−1
2
⌋∑
i=1
(
(2i+ 2)2(g − i)
2g + 1
− 2)ηi,S
+
∑
S
⌊ g
2
⌋∑
i=1
(2i+ 1)(2g − 2i+ 1)
4g + 2
δi,S − 2
∑
|S|>2
δ0,S,
(1.1)
and for n > 2 the canonical class of the coarse moduli space Hg,n is
KHg,n =
n∑
i=1
ψi − (
1
2
+
1
2g + 1
)η0 +
∑
S
⌊ g−1
2
⌋∑
i=1
(
(2i+ 2)2(g − i)
2g + 1
− 2)ηi,S
+
∑
S
⌊ g
2
⌋∑
i=1
(2i+ 1)(2g − 2i+ 1)
4g + 2
δi,S − 2
∑
|S|>2
δ0,S −
g∑
i=1
δi,∅,
(1.2)
where the sum is taken over all subsets S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and we use δi;∅ = δg−i,{1,...,n}.
Here ψi denote the point bundles (or tautological classes) on Hg,n and η0, ηi,S, δi,S, δ0,S
are the boundary divisors. All these divisors are introduced in Section 2 or 3. Given
Theorem 1.2, the proof of Theorem 1.1 then proceeds similarly to our previous paper [Sch].
However, establishing that the singularities of Hg,n do not impose adjunction conditions,
requires a substantial amount of additional work, adapting the original arguments in the
seminal paper [HM] to our framework.
We emphasize that this part of our work only refers to the coarse moduli space Hg,n, the
associated stack H
st
g,n being smooth (see [ACG], p. 388). Our complete proof, however,
needs the canonical divisor on Hg,n, and here it seemed natural and helpful to compute
on the moduli stack H
st
g,n as an intermediary step. Technically, this allows to use universal
families which are applicable to stacks or fine moduli spaces, but not to coarse moduli
spaces.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we collect notation and preliminaries
on Hg and Mg,n. In Section 3 we collect first results on Hg,n, and in Section 4 we show
that its singularities do not impose adjunction conditions, see Theorem 4.1. In Section 5
we introduce effective divisors on Hg,n, following [L]. With these preparations, the actual
proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 6 becomes short.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we want to recall some well known facts about the hyperelliptic locus
Hg ⊂ Mg, its compactification Hg ⊂ Mg and its rational Picard group. We will use
the isomorphism of coarse moduli spaces Hg ≃ M0,2g+2/S2g+2 (see [AL]) to compute its
canonical divisor.
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We begin by recalling some basic facts about hyperelliptic curves. A hyperelliptic curve
of genus g is a smooth curve of genus g admitting a degree 2 morphism to P1 which by the
Hurwitz formula will be ramified in exactly 2g+2 points. The map induces an involution
called the hyperelliptic involution. The 2g + 2 ramification points, i.e. the fixed points
of the hyperelliptic involution, are called Weierstraß points. A stable hyperelliptic curve
is a stable curve admitting a degree 2 morphism to a stable rational curve. The induced
involution is also called hyperelliptic involution. In both cases the degree 2 morphism is
unique and the (stable) hyperelliptic curve can be recovered from its 2g+2 branch points.
We define Hg ⊂Mg as the locus of all (classes of) smooth hyperelliptic curves of genus
g. We define Hg as the closure of Hg in Mg which turns out to be the locus of stable
hyperelliptic curves.
Before we study the boundary of Hg we will recall the boundary and tautological classes
on Mg,n. For results on Mg,n we refer to the book [ACG]. We emphasize that [ACG]
mainly works on the moduli stacks. However, all the basic divisors which we shall soon in-
troduce exist both on the stack and its associated coarse moduli space. When it becomes
necessary we shall always indicate in notation where we are working. All Picard groups
are taken with rational coefficients and, in particular, we identify the the Picard group
on the moduli stack with that of the corresponding coarse moduli space. We caution the
reader that by a standard abuse of notation we will consistently use the same symbol for
classes on different moduli spaces.
In order to describe the relevant boundary divisors on Mg,n, we recall that ∆0 (some-
times also called ∆irr) on Mg is the boundary component consisting of all (classes of)
stable curves of arithmetical genus g, having at least one nodal point with the property
that ungluing the curve at this node preserves connectedness. Here and henceforth the
informal term ungluing means performing a partial normalization. Furthermore, ∆i, for
1 6 i 6 ⌊g
2
⌋, denotes the boundary component of curves possessing a node of order i or
of type δi (i.e. ungluing at this point decomposes the curve in two connected components
of arithmetical genus i and g − i respectively). Similarly, on Mg,n, we denote by ∆irr
the pullback of ∆0 and, for any subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, we denote by ∆i,S, 0 6 i 6 ⌊
g
2
⌋,
the boundary component consisting of curves possessing a node of order i such that after
ungluing the connected component of genus i contains precisely the marked points labeled
by S. Note that, if S contains at most 1 point, one has ∆0,S = ∅ (the existence of infinitely
many automorphisms on the projective line technically violates stability). Thus, in that
case, we shall henceforth consider ∆0,S as the zero divisor.
We shall denote by δi, δi,S, δirr the rational divisor classes of ∆i,∆i,S,∆irr in PicMg and
PicMg,n, respectively. Note that δ0 is also called δirr in the literature, but we shall reserve
the notation δirr for the pull-back of δ0 under the forgetful map π :Mg,n →Mg.
We write δ for the sum of all boundary divisors and set δi,s =
∑
|S|=s δi,S.
Finally we recall the notion of the point bundles ψi, 1 6 i 6 n, onMg,n. Informally, the
line bundle ψi (sometimes called the cotangent class corresponding to the label i) is given
by choosing as fibre of ψi over a point [C; x1, . . . , xn] of Mg,n the cotangent line T vxi(C).
Now let us return to the moduli space Hg and recall some well known facts (see [ACG],
Chapter XIII 8).
The locus Hg ⊂ Mg is a subspace of dimension 2g − 1. It is irreducible and closed
in Mg. Therefore the boundary is ∂Hg := Hg \ Hg = Hg ∩ ∂Mg. We can look at the
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intersection of Hg with each (irreducible) component ∆i of ∂Mg independently. The
components of the boundary ∂Hg are the components of these intersections.
For i > 2 a general curve in Hg ∩ ∆i is obtained from smooth hyperelliptic curves C1
and C2 of genera i and g − i by identifying a Weierstraß point on C1 with a Weierstraß
point on C2. When i = 1, we must take as C1 a curve in M1,1 and attach it to C2 at the
marked point. When in addition g = 2, C2 must also be a curve in M1,1, attached to C1
at the marked point. By the usual abuse of notation we denote Hg ∩ ∆i as ∆i and its
class as δi.
The case ∆0∩Hg is more complicated, because there are different types of nonseperating
nodes: a node of type η0 is a self intersection of a single irreducible component, while a pair
of nodes is called of type ηi if ungluing either of the nodes will not destroy connectivity,
but ungluing both will decompose the curve into two connected components of genera i
and g− i− 1. Each of these types of nodes corresponds to a different component of ∂Hg.
We will denote the boundary component of curves with a node of type ηi by Ei and its
class by ηi.
For g > 2, a general curve in E0 is obtained from a smooth hyperelliptic curve C of genus
g − 1 by identifying two points which are conjugate under the hyperelliptic involution.
For g = 2 we must instead take C ∈M1,2 and identify the two marked points. A general
curve in Ei with i > 0 is obtained from a smooth hyperelliptic curve C1 of genus i, a
smooth hyperelliptic curve C2 of genus g− i− 1, a pair (p1, q1) of points on C1, conjugate
under the hyperelliptic involution of C1, and a pair (p2, q2) of points on C2, conjugate
under the hyperelliptic involution of C2, by identifying p1 with p2 and q1 with q2. We
leave the case i = 1 or g − i− 1 = 1 to the reader.
These are the irreducible components of ∂Hg. The moduli space Hg intersects each
of the Divisors ∆i ⊂ Mg transversally for i > 1. The Divisor ∆0 ⊂ Mg intersects Hg
transversally in E0, but with multiplicity 2 in Ei for i > 0. This is due to the fact that
nodes of type ηi come in pairs. We therefore get the decomposition on Hg
δirr = η0 + 2
∑
i>1
ηi (2.3)
With these preparations, we recall Theorem 8.4 from [ACG], Chapter XIII:
Theorem 2.1. The rational Picard group Pic(Hg)⊗Q is freely generated by the classes
δi and ηi. For the Hodge class λ we have the relation
(8g + 4)λ = gη0 + 2
⌊ g−1
2
⌋∑
i=1
(i+ 1)(g − i)ηi + 4
⌊ g
2
⌋∑
i=1
i(g − i)δi. (2.4)
We recall that in [ACG] equation (2.4) is proved on the level of stacks, but it is also
valid on the level of coarse moduli spaces where we shall use it. In contradistinction, to
calculate the canonical divisors, we shall carefully distinguish between stack and coarse
moduli space.
As stated above, a smooth hyperelliptic curve C admits a unique double cover C →
P1, the quotient by the hyperelliptic involution, with 2g + 2 simple branch points. In
fact we can construct C from these branch points. In other words, there is a canonical
isomorphism between Hg, the moduli space of smooth hyperelliptic curves of genus g, and
M0,2g+2/S2g+2, the moduli space of rational (2g+2)-pointed curves modulo the symmetric
group S2g+2. We call a curve in M0,2g+2/S2g+2 (2g + 2)-marked. This isomorphism can
be extended to an isomorphism Hg ≃ M0,2g+2/S2g+2 (see [AL] Corollary 2.5). We will
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use this isomorphism to study the Picard group of Hg and calculate its canonical divisor
(class).
Let us look at the boundaries of both moduli spaces: the boundary (class) ∂Hg consist of
the g irreducible components ηi for i = 0, . . . , ⌊
g−1
2
⌋ and δi for i = 1, . . . , ⌊
g
2
⌋. OnM0,2g+2
two boundary components δ0,S and δ0,T will be identified by the action of the symmetric
group S2g+2 if and only if S and T have the same cardinality. Therefore (by the usual
abuse of notation) we denote the boundary components onM0,2g+2/S2g+2 - corresponding
to boundary divisors of Hg - as ∆0,s and their classes by δ0,s where s = 2, . . . , g + 1.
Proposition 2.2. Under the canonical isomorphism φ : Hg →M0,2g+2/S2g+2 the bound-
ary components δi on Hg will correspond to δ0,2i+1 onM0,2g+2/S2g+2 and ηi will correspond
to δ0,2i+2, for all i, more precisely
φ∗(δ0,2i+2) = ηi, φ
∗(δ0,2i+1) =
1
2
δi (2.5)
Proof. We shall only sketch the proof, skipping a precise calculation of intersection mul-
tiplicities. For this we refer to [HM], Chapter 6C. However, we caution the reader that
there are small mistakes, resp. misprints, in the final formula on p. 303 1. Therefore we
carefully restate the result.
For a general curve in each ∆0,s we will construct a double cover, simply ramified in
the marked points, possibly ramified in the nodes and unramified everywhere else.
Let us begin with a general curve C in ∆0,2i+1. The curve C consists of a general 2i+1-
marked rational curve C1 intersecting a general 2(g − i) + 1-marked curve rational C2 in
a general point. A double cover of a smooth rational curve must always be ramified in
an even number of points. Therefore the cover of C must consist of a double cover of C1,
ramified in the 2i+ 1 marked points and the node, and a double cover of C2 ramified in
the 2(g−i)+1 marked points and the node. This means that the preimage of C under the
double cover must consist of general hyperelliptic (or possibly elliptic) curves of genera i
and g − i intersecting in Weierstraß points. Clearly this is an element of ∆i. One then
generalizes these constructions to families of curves and, following [HM], one computes
the intersection multiplicity (see [HM], equation (6.18) ) as ∆i.φ
∗(∆0,2i+1) =
1
2
, for i > 0.
This proves the second statement in (2.5).
A general curve C of ∆0,2i+2 consists of a general 2i + 2-marked rational curve C1
intersecting a general 2(g − i)-marked rational curve C2 in a general point. A double
cover of C consists of double covers of C1 and C2 ramified in the marked points, but not
in the node, which will be general hyperelliptic (or possibly elliptic) curves of genera i and
g−i−1. These curves will intersect twice in the two conjugate points lying above the node
of C. For i > 0, this shows the correspondence with Ei. For i = 0, the curve C1 is rational
and C2 has genus g−1. We have to remember that a rational component meeting the rest
of the curve in exactly two nodes violates stability and must be contracted. This causes
a self intersection on the irreducible component of genus g − 1. Thus ∆0,2 corresponds
to E0. Similar to the above, one then calculates the intersection multiplicities (see [HM],
equation (6.17) ) as
∆0.φ
∗(∆0,2) = 1, ∆0.φ
∗(∆0,2i+2) = 2 (i > 1).
In view of equation (2.3) this gives the first statement in (2.5) and completes the proof. 
We can now calculate the canonical divisor of Hg and H
st
g .
1In particular, the special multiplicity of η0 compared to ηi for i > 0, which is also apparent in equation
(2.3), seems to have been neglected.
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Theorem 2.3. The canonical divisor of the coarse moduli space Hg is
KHg = −(
1
2
+
1
2g + 1
)η0+
⌊ g−1
2
⌋∑
i=1
(
(2i+ 2)2(g − i)
2g + 1
−2)ηi+
⌊ g
2
⌋∑
i=1
(
(2i+ 1)(2g − 2i+ 1)
4g + 2
−1)δi,
(2.6)
while the canonical divisor of the stack H
st
g is given by
K
H
st
g
= −(
1
2
+
1
2g + 1
)η0+
⌊ g−1
2
⌋∑
i=1
(
(2i+ 2)2(g − i)
2g + 1
−2)ηi+
⌊ g
2
⌋∑
i=1
(2i+ 1)(2g − 2i+ 1)
4g + 2
δi. (2.7)
Proof. We start with the canonical divisor on the coarse moduli space Hg, using the
canonical isomorphism of Proposition 2.2. This isomorphism does not exist on the level
of stacks. We recall from [KM], Lemma 3.5, that the canonical divisor on the coarse
moduli space M0,2g+2/S2g+2 is given by
KM0,2g+2/S2g+2 = −(
1
2
+
1
2g + 1
)δ0,2 +
g+1∑
s=3
(
s(2g + 2− s)
2g + 1
− 2)δ0,s (2.8)
Thus equation (2.6) follows from Proposition 2.2 by pullback. For computing the canonical
divisor of the stack, we need the ramification divisor R for the map
ǫ : H
st
g →Hg.
The divisor R can be read off the appropriate automorphism groups. First note that a
generic element of Hg carries only the hyperelliptic involution as an automorphism. Like-
wise, a generic element of the boundary divisor ηi only carries the hyperelliptic involution,
while the generic elements of δi have automorphism group Z2 × Z2 (the hyperelliptic in-
volution acts independently on both components, since the node is a Weierstraß point).
It follows that the map ǫ is simply ramified over the boundary components δi, giving
R =
∑
δi. Thus equation (2.7) follows from
K
H
st
g
= ǫ∗(KHg) +R.

3. The locus of pointed hyperelliptic curves
In this section we shall study the moduli space Hg,n of n-pointed stable hyperelliptic
curves of genus g and calculate its canonical class.
We define Hg,n (and Hg,n) as the moduli spaces of (stable) hyperelliptic curves of genus
g together with n distinct marked points (in the stable case nodes can not be marked.)
Denoting the canonical projection by π : Mg,n → Mg, we get Hg,n = π−1(Hg) and
Hg,n = π−1(Hg) ∩Mg,n. Both Hg,n and Hg,n are irreducible of dimension 2g − 1 + n.
The boundary of Hg,n consist of the following irreducible components: Ei,S for 0 6
i 6 ⌊g−1
2
⌋ and S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, consisting of those curves in Ei such that exactly the
marked points labelled by S are on the component of genus i; ∆i,S for 1 6 i 6 ⌊
g
2
⌋ and
S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} consisting of curves in ∆i such that exactly the marked points labelled
by S are on the component of genus i and ∆0,S := ∆0,S ∩ Hg,n for |S| > 2, where by the
usual abuse of notation we use ∆0,S for both the divisor on Hg,n and on Mg,n.
We denote the classes of these divisors by ηi,S and δi,S. If ι : Hg,n → Mg,n is the
inclusion, we denote the ψ-classes as ψi := ι
∗ψi.
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It is known (see [S]) that
Theorem 3.1. The rational Picard group of Hg,n is freely generated by the ψ-classes and
all the boundary classes.
We can now calculate the canonical classes of both the coarse moduli space Hg,n and
its assotiated stack H
st
g,n, i.e. prove Theorem 1.2
Proof. We begin on the level of stacks and consider the commutative diagram
H
st
g,n M
st
g,n
H
st
g,n−1 M
st
g,n−1
...
...
H
st
g M
st
g
ιn
πˆn πn
ιn−1
πˆn−1 πn−1
πˆ1 π1
ι
πˆ π
First note that each of the squares in this diagram is Cartesian (i.e. a fibre product).
This follows immediately from the fact that H
st
g,n = π
−1(H
st
g ) and a simple diagram chase.
Next we show that, for all n > 1, the forgetful map πˆn is a universal family. Recall that
the universal family of a fine moduli space M is a morphism C → M such that any
family X → S in M induces an isomorphism X ≃ S ×M C, see e.g. [HMo]. In [ACG]
an analogous property is introduced for the stack of M
st
g,n which has the properties of
a fine moduli space. Recall further that the universal family of M
st
g,n−1 is the forgetful
map πn :M
st
g,n →M
st
g,n−1. Now any family X → S in H
st
g,n−1 is in particular a family in
M
st
g,n−1. Therefore we get
X ≃ S ×
M
st
g,n−1
M
st
g,n ≃ S ×Mstg,n−1
M
st
g,n ×Hstg,n−1
H
st
g,n−1
≃ S ×
H
st
g,n−1
M
st
g,n ×Mstg,n−1
H
st
g,n−1 ≃ S ×Hstg,n−1
H
st
g,n.
(3.9)
Next recall that in a universal family φ : C → M the canonical divisor (class) is given
as
KC = φ
∗KM + ωφ, (3.10)
where ωφ is the relative dualizing sheaf of φ (and in our particular case it is the sheaf
of relative Ka¨hler differentials Ωφ.) By [H], chapter II, Proposition 8.10 on the relative
Ka¨hler differentials of a fibre product we can calculate the relative dualizing sheave of the
map πˆn in the diagram above as
ωπˆn = ι
∗
nωπn. (3.11)
In [H] this identity is shown for schemes, and here we use it in its version for stacks.
Using the equations (3.11) and (3.10) for both M
st
g,n and H
st
g,n we can show by induction
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over n that
K
H
st
g,n
= πˆ∗K
H
st
g
+ ι∗n(KMstg,n
− π∗K
M
st
g
) = πˆ∗K
H
st
g
+
n∑
i=1
ψi − 2
∑
|S|>2
δ0,S. (3.12)
Equation (1.1) in Theorem 1.2 now follows from Theorem 2.3 (giving the sum over i
on the right hand side of (1.1)) and repeated applications of Lemma 1.2 and 1.3 in [AC]
(giving the sum over S).
In order to compute the canonical divisor on the coarse moduli space, we consider the
map
ǫ : H
st
g,n →Hg,n
and note that
ǫ∗KHg,n = KHstg,n
− R, (3.13)
where R is the ramification divisor of ǫ. In order to compute R (for n > 1) we consider the
locus Σ ⊂ Hg,n of pointed curves with a non-trivial automorphism. Then the codimension
1 components of Σ are
• {(C, x) ∈ Hg,1; x a Weierstraß point}, n = 1
• δi,∅, (i = 1, . . . , g and n > 1, g > 2).
In each case a general element has automorphism group Z2: In the first case this group
is generated by the hyperelliptic involution of the curve C which acts as an automorphism
of the pointed curve (C, x). In the second case, for i > 1, the non-trivial automorphism is
the hyperelliptic involution on the component of genus i, while for i = 1 it is the involution
with respect to the node on the elliptic tail.
Ignoring the first case (which is irrelevant for our theorem) we find R =
∑g
i=1 δi,∅.
Thus equation (1.2) follows from equations (1.1) and (3.13), completing the proof of the
theorem. 
4. Singularities of Hg,n
In this section we study the singularities of the moduli spaceHg,n and prove the following
theorem:
Theorem 4.1. The singularities of Hg,n do not impose adjunction conditions, i.e. any
pluricanonical form on the regular locus of Hg,n can be pulled back to a pluricanonical
form on a desingularization of Hg,n. More precisely if ρ : H˜g,n → Hg,n is a resolution of
singularities, then for any ℓ ∈ N there is an isomorphism
ρ∗ : H0((Hg,n)reg, K
⊗ℓ
(Hg,n)reg
)→ H0(H˜g,n, K
⊗ℓ
H˜g,n
). (4.14)
Here (Hg,n)reg denotes the set of regular points of Hg,n, considered as a projective variety,
and KH˜g,n , K(Hg,n)reg denote the canonical classes on H˜g,n and (Hg,n)reg.
This is well known for g = 2 and g = 3 (see e.g. [HMo] for g = 3). For g > 4 we will
prove this theorem by showing the absence of adjunction conditions, first for Hg, then
for Hg and finally for Hg,n. We start by recalling some background about singularities of
moduli spaces of curves.
LetM be any of the moduli spaces of curves considered in this paper, i.e. Mg,Mg,Mg,n,
Mg,n,Hg,Hg,Hg,n,Hg,n. Let d = dim(M), let C be a (stable) curve inM and π : C → ∆d
be its local universal deformation space at [C] given by C. The automorphism group
Aut(C) is a finite group which acts on C and ∆d. Then a neighbourhood of [C] in M is
isomorphic to ∆d/Aut(C). Furthermore, the action of a finite group on a smooth space
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can always be linearised (see e.g. [ACG] Chapter XI 6 Lemma 6.12) and therefore Aut(C)
acts as a group of linear maps on the tangent space T0,∆d of ∆
d at 0. This vector space
is isomorphic to the space of infinitesimal deformations of C in M which we denote by
TCM . In suitable coordinates the action of an automorphism α ∈ Aut(C) of order m on
this tangent space, has the form
α =


ζa1 0 · · · 0
0 ζa2 0 0
... 0
. . .
...
0 0 · · · ζad

 , (4.15)
for ζ a primitive m-th root of unity and a1, . . . , ad ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m− 1}.
Definition 4.2. Let α ∈ GL(d) be an automorphism of order m, conjugate to a matrix
of the form (4.15). We define the age of α with respect to ζ as
age(α) :=
d∑
i=1
ai
m
.
We say that α is senior, if age(α) > 1 with respect to every primitive m-th root of unity
ζ. Otherwise we call α junior.
The age of an automorphism α is a useful criterion to decide if α induces a canonical
singularity in the sense of the following definition.
Definition 4.3. Let X be a normal variety and assume that it admits a canonical sheaf
ωX which is a line bundle. Then X has (only) canonical singularities if for a resolution
of singularities φ : X˜ → X one has
φ∗ωX ⊂ ωX˜ .
It is clear from the definition that canonical singularities do not impose adjunction con-
ditions. Before we introduce the Reid-Tai criterion for identifying canonical singularities,
we briefly discuss when a moduli space M is smooth in a point [C].
Definition 4.4. An automorphism α ∈ GL(n) is called a quasireflection if it fixes a
hyperplane.
Clearly, an automorphism α ∈ GL(n) of finite order m is a quasireflection if and only if
it has exactly one eigenvalue ζa, with ζ a primitive m-th root of unity and 1 6 a 6 m−1,
and all other eigenvalues equal to one. Therefore the age of α is age(α) = a
m
< 1 and α
is junior. Quasireflections are important, because they do not impose singularities on a
moduli space, see e.g. [Lu]. More precisely, one has the following result.
Lemma 4.5. A moduli space M of curves as above is smooth in a point [C] if and only
if any automorphism α ∈ Aut(C) acts on the tangent space TCM as either the identity or
as a quasireflection.
With these preparations we recall the classical criterion for the occurrence of canonical
singularities, see [R] and [T].
Theorem 4.6. (Reid/Shepherd/Barron/Tai criterion) Let G ⊂ GL(Cn) be a finite group
without quasireflections. Then Cn/G has canonical singularities if and only if every non-
trival automorphism α ∈ G is senior.
Furthermore, the following result of Prill, see [Pr] and also [Lu], allows to also consider
groups G with quasireflections.
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Proposition 4.7. Let V = Cn and G ⊂ GL(V ) be a finite group. Then the subgroup
H ⊂ G generated by the quasireflections in G is a normal subgroup of G, there exists an
isomorphism V/H
∼
−→W = Cn and a finite group K ⊂ GL(W ) containing no quasireflec-
tions such that the following diagram commutes:
V V/H W
V/G (V/H)/(G/H) W/K)
≃
≃ ≃
Furthermore, we recall some basic facts of complex deformation theory for analytic
spaces going back to the seminal work of Kodaira-Spencer. These play a crucial role
in the proof of Theorem 1 in [HM] which controls the singularities in Mg. We need an
analogue result in the hyperelliptic context in Proposition 4.11 and we shall slightly adapt
the arguments in [HM] to cover the case of Hg at hand. As a starting point, the sheaf of
holomorphic differentials ωC is replaced by the sheaf Ω
1
C of Ka¨hler differentials, see [ACG]
p.95. Then, see [ACG] Chapter XI 3, equivalence classes of first order deformations of a
nodal curve C in the full space Mg are given by elements in
Ext1(Ω1C ,OC) ≃ H
0(Ω1C ⊗ ωC)
∗ (4.16)
where the isomorphism is Serre duality, see [HM] p.27. In particular, Ext1(Ω1C ,OC) may
be computed from the local-to-global spectral sequence of Ext’s (see [ACG], p.179, and
[GH]) giving the short exact sequence of vector spaces
0→ H1(C,HomOC(Ω
1
C ,OC))→ Ext
1
OC
(Ω1C ,OC)→ H
0(C,Ext1Oc(Ω
1
C ,OC))→ 0. (4.17)
Here, since the sky-scraper sheaf Ext1Oc(Ω
1
C ,OC)) is concentrated at the nodes of C, we
have
H0(C,Ext1Oc(Ω
1
C ,OC)) = ⊕p∈Sing(C)Ext
1
OC,p
(Ω1C,pOC,p). (4.18)
Furthermore, we have to describe how deformations of the curve C are related to deforma-
tions of its irreducible components. Denoting by Ca the normalizations of the components
of C and by pb ∈ Ca the points of Ca corresponding to double points in C, the deformation
space Ext1(Ω1C ,OC) is given by the exact sequence (see [HM], p.33)
0→ ⊕p∈Sing(C)(torp)→ Ext
1(Ω1C ,OC)→ ⊕aH
0(OCa(2Ka +
∑
b
pb))→ 0 (4.19)
Concerning the deformation space forHg,n andHg, we simply note that the hyperelliptic
involution γ still exists for stable hyperelliptic curves and acts in a canonical way on all
of the spaces in the exact sequence (4.17) and (4.19). Thus the infinitesimal deformation
space at [C] associated with Hg,n is given by the γ-invariant elements in Ext
1
OC
(Ω1C ,OC).
It can be computed from the γ-invariant version of (4.19), see e.g. the closely related
discussion [ACG], Chapter XI, in the proof of Lemma 6.15.
With these preparations we begin the proof of Theorem 4.1. As a first step we show
the following proposition.
Proposition 4.8. If C is a smooth hyperelliptic curve and α an automorphism of C, then
the action of α on TCHg is either senior or the identity or a quasireflection of order 2.
Furthermore the last case can only occur for g = 2, C a double cover of an elliptic curve
and α the associated involution.
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Proof. Let C be the hyperelliptic curve defined by the equation y2 = f(x) and π : C → P1
the quotient by the hyperelliptic involution. Then any automorphism of C defines an
automorphism of P1 which permutes the 2g + 2 branch points of π. In particular, this
implies that the order of the automorphism can not be greater than 2g+2. On the other
hand any automorphism of P1 permuting the branch points can be lifted to two different
automorphisms of C. It follows from Hurwitz’s formula that any finite automorphism of
P1 has at least two fixed points (and if it has at least three, then it is the identity). In
suitable coordinates we can always choose these two fixed points as 0 and ∞ and write
an automorphism of order m as x 7→ ζx for some primitive m-th root of unity. Lifting
this automorphism to C gives us
α : C → C, x 7→ ζx, y 7→ ±y. (4.20)
It follows from (4.16) that the cotangent space (TCHg)V is given by the space of
(co)invariants H0(C, ω2C)
γ , where γ denotes the hyperelliptic involution. Any invariant
quadratic differential on C is the pullback via the quotient map π : C → P1 modulo the
hyperelliptic involution of a quadratic differential on P1 with simple poles along the branch
locus D of π. Therefore the space H0(C, ω2C)
γ can also be identified with H0(P1, ω2
P1
(D))
and with H0(C, ω2C(−R)), where R denotes the ramification divisor of π. Thus a ba-
sis of this space of quadratic differentials on C can be read off the well known basis of
holomorphic differentials on the hyperelliptic curve C in the form
{
dx
y
, x
dx
y
, . . . , xg−1
dx
y
},
see e.g. [GH] p. 255, giving a basis of (TCHg)V as
2
{(
dx
y
)2, x(
dx
y
)2, . . . , x2g−2(
dx
y
)2}. (4.21)
Therefore, using (4.20), α acts on the tangent space TCHg, in the basis dual to (4.21),
as
α =


ζ2 0 · · · 0
0 ζ3 0 0
... 0
. . .
...
0 0 · · · ζ2g

 .
This gives
age(α) =
1
m
2g∑
k=2
k¯,
with 0 6 k¯ 6 m − 1 and k¯ = k (mod m). We will calculate the age separately for
different orders m of α.
First, if α is the hyperelliptic involution, then it acts on the tangent space as the
identity. This is the reason why Hg ≃M0,2g+2/S2g+2 despite the extra automorphisms of
hyperelliptic curves.
Second, if m = 2 but α is not the hyperelliptic involution, then we get age(α) =
g − 1
2
.
Thus α is senior unless g = 2, but in this case α is a quasireflection. Note also that such a
junior α exists only when C is a double cover of an elliptic curve and α is the associated
involution.
2 For completeness sake, we recall that the remaining g − 2 non-invariant quadratic differentials on C
can eplicitly be written down as xjy−1(dx)2 for 0 6 j 6 g − 3, see e.g. [FK].
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Third, if 2 < m 6 2g, then α has the eigenvalues ζ2 and ζm−1. Thus we get age(α) >
2
m
+
m− 1
m
> 1.
Last, if m > 2g, then we must have m ∈ {2g + 1, 2g + 2} and α has the eigenvalues ζ2
and ζ2g. Thus we get age(α) >
2
m
+
2g
m
> 1.

In particular, this gives
Corollary 4.9. The moduli space Hg has (only) canonical singularities.
As a second step we study where the closure Hg may have non-canonical singularities.
Proposition 4.10. Let C be a stable hyperelliptic curve of arithmetic genus g > 4 and
let α be an automorphism of C of order n. Then the action of α on TCHg is either trivial,
senior or α is an elliptic tail automorphism, i.e. C = C1 ∪C2 were C1 ∩C2 = {p}, genus
of C2 is 1 and α acts trivially on the deformation space of C1.
Furthermore, in the last case we have either
(1) C2 is elliptic or rational with one node and α is the inverse with respect to p,
(2) j(C2) = 0 and α|C2 is one of the two automorphisms of order 6 that fix p or
(3) j(C2) = 12
3 and α|C2 is one of the two automorphisms of order 4 that fix p.
Proof. This is the analogue for Hg instead of Mg of Theorem 2 in [HM]. We will not try
to completely recreate the proof. Instead, we will briefly summarize the main idea of the
proof and explain, why it still works in our case.
As in [HM], our proof proceeds by induction on the number of double points. Instead
of the exact sequence (4.19) we shall use its γ-invariant version, with γ the hyperelliptic
involution, to compute age(α) where α is considered as a map on TCHg.
With this modification, we follow the arguments in [HM], pp. 33 - 36, line by line and
find: One is reduced to the case where α fixes every component of C. Then every nor-
malized component Ca, with nodes in the points pb, contributes to age(α) the eigenvalues
of α on the γ-invariant sections
H0(OCa(2Ka +
∑
b
pb))
γ.
But, by Proposition 4.8, for any hyperelliptic normalized component Ca, on which α
does not act as the identity, the eigenvalues of H0(OCa(2Ka))
γ suffice to make α senior,
unless Ca is a double cover of an elliptic curve and α is the associated involution.
Only this case and the case of elliptic components needs further consideration. However
Hg does not impose any additional conditions on components of genus ga 6 2 compared
with Mg. Therefore the computations in [HM] pp. 36-40 prove our Proposition 4.10.

As a third step we now use the proof of Theorem 1 in [HM] to conclude
Proposition 4.11. The singularities of Hg do not impose adjunction conditions. More
precisely if ρ : H˜g → Hg is a resolution of singularities, then for any ℓ ∈ N there is an
isomorphism
ρ∗ : H0((Hg)reg, K
⊗ℓ
(Hg)reg
)→ H0(H˜g, K
⊗ℓ
H˜g
). (4.22)
Here (Hg)reg denotes the set of regular points of Hg, considered as a projective variety
and KH˜g , K(Hg)reg denote the canonical classes on H˜g and (Hg)reg.
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Proof. This is the analogue for Hg instead of Mg of Theorem 1 in [HM]. The proof uses
Theorem 2 of [HM]. In the remaining cases Harris and Mumford individually construct
the extensions of the pluricanonical forms.
In our case, Proposition 4.10 shows that we have the same exceptions as Harris and
Mumford do. Furthermore, inspecting the boundary divisors of Hg, it follows that Hg
does not impose any additional conditions on elliptic tails compared to Mg. Therefore
the calculations in [HM], pp. 40-44, restricted to γ−invariant pluricanonical forms, work
for our case as well and finish the proof. 
As the final step in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we consider pointed curves in Hg,n. This
is essentially the analogue of Theorem 2.5. in [L]. We shall quickly summarize the
proof. Let (C; x1, . . . , xn) be a pointed hyperelliptic curve and α an automorphism of this
curve. Than α is just an automorphism of C that fixes all the marked points. Now the
deformation space of C can be embedded into the deformation space of the pointed curve.
Observe also that contracting a P1-component (in the case of stable reduction after
removing marked points) does not alter the action of α. Therefore the age of α as an
automorphism of the pointed curve is at least as great as the age of α as an automorphism
of C. By the Reid-Tai criterion and Proposition 4.10 there are only canonical singularities
unless C has an elliptic tail as in Proposition 4.10. Let us assume we are in this exceptional
case. If at least one of the marked points lies on the elliptic tail, then the action of α on
this component is the same as if another component were attached at this marked point.
The computations in [HM] on p. 36 show that the singularity will be canonical. If none of
the marked points lies on the elliptic tail, then the pluricanonical forms can be extended
by the calculations in [HM] pp. 40-44. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
5. Effective divisors
In this section we construct effective divisors on Hg,n via pullback fromMg,n. For that
purpose we recall the following standard result.
Proposition 5.1. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of projective schemes, D ⊂ Y be an
effective divisor and assume that f(X) is not contained in D. Then f ∗(D) is an effective
divisor on X.
We begin by recalling from [L] the effective divisors D(g; a1, . . . , an) onMg,n defined as
the set of all pointed curves (C, xi, . . . , xn) carrying a g
1
g through the divisor
∑n
i=1 aixi.
In particular D(g; g) is the well known Weierstraß divisor. We shall now show that these
divisors impose a condition on the marked points, not on the curves, and therefore define
an effective divisor on Hg,n.
Proposition 5.2. The hyperelliptic locus Hg,n is not contained in any D(g; a1, . . . , an).
Proof. Take any pointed hyperelliptic curve (C, x1, . . . , xn) and set D :=
∑
aixi. Then C
will carry a g1g through D if and only if h
0(D) > 2. By Riemann-Roch this is equivalent
to h0(K −D) > 1. In other words, there must be an effective divisor D′ of degree g − 2
such that D +D′ ∼ K. However, any effective canonical divisor on a hyperelliptic curve
consists of (g−1) pairs of points conjugate under the hyperelliptic involution. This means
that there must be either indices i 6= j with xi and xj conjugate or some i with ai > 2
and xi a Weierstraß point. Thus only curves with such special choice of marked points
are contained in D(g; a1, . . . , an) and not all of Hg,n. 
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In the following computations we shall use the shorthand
ψ =
n∑
i=1
ψi, δi,s =
∑
|S|=s
δi,S.
We define Wg as the class of the compactification of D(g; 1, . . . , 1) on Mg,g and recall
from [L] Theorem 5.4 and Theorem 5.5 the decomposition
Wg = −λ + ψ − 0 · δirr − 3δ0,2 −
g(g + 1)
2
δ0,g − other terms, (5.23)
where ”other terms” means a linear combination of the other boundary divisors with
non-negative coefficients.
For a set S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} of cardinality g we take πS : Mg,n → Mg,g as the forgetful
map forgetting all points not labelled by S. Now we construct an effective divisor W on
Mg,n by summing over the pull-backs of Wg along πS (and then rescaling this sum):
W :=
(
n− 1
g − 1
)−1∑
S
π∗SWg = −
n
g
λ+ψ−0 ·δirr−
∑
s>2
b0,sδ0,s−higher order terms, (5.24)
with b0,2 = 2 +
g−1
n−1
, b0,n =
n(g+1)
2
and b0,s > b0,2 for all s > 2.
To calculate those coefficients note that we are summing over
(
n
g
)
different pull-backs.
Each of these contains the class λ with coefficient −1 and the class δ0,n with coefficient
−g(g+1)
2
. A single pull-back π∗SWg contains the class ψi with coefficient 1, if i ∈ S, and
with coefficient zero otherwise. Likewise, the coefficient of δ0,{i,j} is −1 for i ∈ S, j /∈ S
(or the other way around). The coefficient is −3 for i, j ∈ S and zero for i, j /∈ S. Thus
the coefficient of δ0,2 in
∑
S π
∗
SWg is −2
(
n−2
g−1
)
− 3
(
n−2
g−2
)
= −2
(
n−1
g−1
)
−
(
n−2
g−2
)
.
By abuse of notation we write W = ι∗nW , where ιn is the inclusion ιn : Hg,n →Mg,n.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We shall prove the theorem by using the following criteria relating positivity properties
of the canonical divisor with the Kodaira dimension: If the canonical divisor of Hg,n is
effective, then Hg,n has non-negative Kodaira dimension. If the canonical divisor is big,
i.e. the sum of an ample and an effective divisor, then Hg,n is of general type. Validity of
these criteria is based on the fact that the singularities of Hg,n do not impose adjunction
condition as stated in Theorem 4.1.
Note that the divisor class ψ =
∑n
i=1 is ample on Hg,n because it is ample on Mg,n.
Thus it suffices to decompose K = KHg,n as the sum a positive multiple of ψ and some
effective divisor. We will use the divisor W introduced in Section 5 and show that
K = ǫψ + aW + E
for some a, ǫ > 0 and E effective.
We begin by taking the decomposition (2.4) and pulling it back to Hg,n. We get
(8g + 4)λ = gη0 + 2
∑
S
∑
i>1
(i+ 1)(g − i)ηi +
∑
S
∑
i>1
i(g − i)δi,S. (6.25)
Likewise we pull back (2.3) to get
δirr = η0 + 2
∑
S
∑
i>1
ηi. (6.26)
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Now we set a := (1− ǫ) and combine equations (6.25) and (6.26) with (1.2) and (5.24)
to show that E := K − (1− ǫ)W − ǫψ becomes effective for some sufficiently small ǫ. We
do this by decomposing E as a linear combination of the ψi, η0, ηi,S with i > 1 and δi,S
with i > 0 and looking at each coefficient individually.
Clearly, in the decomposition of E, the coefficients of ηi,S and δi,S with i > 1 are all
positive. In fact, a short computation shows that the coefficients in the decomposition of
K - given in (1.2) - are all positive and the coefficients of W - given in (5.24) - are all
negative. Thus we are subtracting a negative number from a positive one.
The coefficient of δ0,S, in the decomposition of E, with |S| = s 6 n− 1 is
−2 + (1− ǫ) · b0,s > −2 + (1− ǫ) · b0,2 = −2 + (1− ǫ)(2 +
g − 1
n− 1
)
which is positive for ǫ sufficiently small.
We consider separately the coefficient of δ0,{1,...,n} = δg,∅ which is
−3 + (1− ǫ)b0,n = −3 + (1− ǫ)
n(g + 1)
2
> 0,
for g > 2 and n > g.
The problematic case is η0 wich only appears as part of λ in W . Its coefficient in the
decomposition of E is
−(
1
2
+
1
2g + 1
) + (1− ǫ)
n
g
·
g
8g + 4
which vanishes for n = 4g+6 and ǫ = 0. Thus it is positive for n > 4g+7 and ǫ sufficiently
small.
We have thus shown that K is big for n > 4g+7 and still effective for n = 4g+6. This
proves the theorem in view of the criteria stated above.
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